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Kit Lotus Editorial—the world’s only magazine dedicated to scale model Lotus

Welcome to the December issue of Kit Lotus, it
always gives me enormous pleasure and privilege to
present it to you especially as a large part of the
content is provided by you my fellow Kit Lotuseers. I
hope you enjoy it .
Content this time is again varied and with a tinge of
sadness, pays tribute to Jim Marsden, probably the
most prolific collector of Lotus models ever, who
passed away in July. More than that, Jim was a true
enthusiast whose reach was worldwide and inspired
many of us to enlarge and explore new areas for our
Lotus passion. I’m not sure if his family knew just
what an inspiration he was which is why I chose to
ask Kit Lotus readers for comment and both Hans
Nordström from Finland and Martin Mayor from
Spain have added their touching thoughts. It is my
intention to send a link to Kit Lotus to his family in
Colorado.
Passwords are changed every month for those
registered on the Kit Lotus website to receive the
latest issue and you may wonder what is behind the
choice. Some readers let me know when they have
twigged the link but no one asked me about
‘sunglasses’ the October password. All is revealed in
this issue.
A couple of important model releases are mentioned
but I can’t say if they will be available for Santa.
Nevertheless they will both be worth treating yourself
to. They are Automodello’s sensational Lotus Europa
type 74 in a huge 1:8 sale and Model Factory Hiro’s
long rumoured 1:12 scale sixties Lotus. Both models,
one kit, one diecast are, to quote one of the latest
buzz phrases in business “upper quartile “, In other
words, expect and receive excellence.
My 1:12 Lotus 78 project is complete and ready to
face the public at February’s Race Retro . The result
of a dining room table build whilst my workshop was
commandeered by contractors building my new
kitchen extension. Now that is finished I can get on
with metal bashing for the Mk1 replica, replica
project.
Chris Doube provides us with an account of his latest
Ebbro builds containing welcome tips on the build
that are a real benefit to other modellers who
encounter similar pitfalls.

No issue of Kit Lotus would be complete without
the latest update form Peter Pedroza and Simon
Parsons. Whilst on a break from scratch building a
1:8 scale red car ( not identifiable in this magazine)
for his son, Peter has returned to his 1:43 scale
collection. A Scale Model Technical Services (SMTS)
Lotus 21 , winner of the 1961 United States Grand
Prix and Team Lotus first ever world championship
victory. Read about his build in this issue and the
progress of Simon’s Ebbro Lotus 88B. Simon’s
painstaking model building comes across with
pictures of his carbon fibre decaled top monocoque
section and his nicely built and weathered DFV.
Books feature always on my Christmas list and
Coterie press will be launching Black and Gold by
renowned Lotus historian Johnny Tipler just in time
for present buying and receiving. I hope Santa has
my name on one, check out the Coterie press
release.
This is last issue of our 10th birthday year, a year in
which saw the biggest expansion in readership and
registered users fuelled by our improved exposure
through various sources. It has been a truly
enjoyable year with several new acquaintances
which look like cementing and helping Kit Lotus
move forward to the next decade. One such new
acquaintance is Absolute Lotus, a recent addition to
the press stands in hard copy and as the name
implies, wall to wall Lotus. Taking a subscription is
my advice especially as from the next issue there
will be a page dedicated to scale model Lotus in all
its forms and initially penned by myself. It is only
issue 4 but a really great Lotus read in traditional
news stand format.
It is just a few short weeks to Race Retro where we
hope to welcome lots of you again at our Stand
2-266. There will be a couple of debuts and maybe
a guest model (mentioned above) which Peter is
working on. Whilst not under pressure to complete
it, Kit Lotus having no deadlines, the model will be
subject to a special edition similar to the one I did
on Wim’s Lola T70
It only remains for me to wish all of you a very merry
Christmas and a very happy new year. Thank you
for being my readers, thank you for being my
contributors and thank you for being my Kit Lotus
friends.
JT

1:12 Imperial Lotus 78 project
Finally finished, the Lotus 78 in tribute to Gunnar
Nilsson who secured his only GP win at the wheel of
the JPS liveried car in the 1977 Belgian Grand Prix
at Zolder. This car is unique to Gunnar which he
drove at the 1977 Japan Grand Prix in the Imperial
Tobacco livery, Imperial being the parent company
of John Player and a big brand in that area at the
time. Sadly Gunnar succumbed to cancer in 1978
and despite signing for the Arrows team for 78,
never drove another GP after Japan. The Imperial
78 has quite a striking livery and the first red team
car since the Gold Leaf days.
Gunnar was one of the nice guys, with a tendency to
mix with artists, writers and musicians at his home,
rather than with the stereotypical F1 pilots of those
times. Coming from a wealthy construction family,
Gunnar studied Engineering in Stockholm but having
seen the exploits of the likes of Ronnie Peterson and
Reine Wisell, he turned away from the family firm.
He was fortunate enough to be able to fund his
motor racing ambitions but, to quote Gunnar “Maybe
I’m a little different from the rest. Of course, it’s not that I
don’t like pretty girls, champagne and crazy adventures.
However, I’m happy especially at my place, with my
records, my girlfriend Kristine and my books. And I like,
above all, to be close to my mother.”

The Tamiya Lotus 78 is quite a straightforward build
until it comes to securing the top body section. In any
type of modelling, the last thing you need is tension
within the assembly. The Lotus 78 comes with plenty
built in. For whatever cost or production reason, the
top body section also includes the side panels that
cover the rear part of the side pod. Quite a big plastic
piece really and, given its shape, given the pressures
and temperatures used in injection moulding, it is
almost inevitable that the part will cool at different
rates. leaving both the side panels sticking up at an
incorrect angles. To get these to sit down I used
plenty of acetone based cement and set up two
clamps that made the assembly resemble Luke
Skywalker’s ‘X’ Wing fighter from the Star Wars film
franchise. Let it sit for a couple of hours, longer if
possible to make sure both glued surfaces have
fused together.
Plumbing the hoses remained quite a trial so in the
end I resorted to cutting off the plastic location peg,
drilling the component and using narrow wire to form
a smaller but rigid fixing peg. I used a full pack of
MFH hose connectors to supplement the kit parts.

His racing talents saw him rise to be deputy alongside
Mario Andretti in John Player Team Lotus after securing
the 1975 British F3 Championship. In 1976, he signed
for Lotus along with Bob Evans to help develop the Lotus
77 . Even during his illness his motivation was to return to
the cockpit and then after Ronnie died vowing to take up
his mantle for the honour of his country even as he
walked behind Ronnie’s coffin. Sadly just five weeks later
Gunnar had gone and we would not be able to count
those inevitable future F1 wins.
I always derive great pleasure from building models that
have some meaning, which is probably why that is
exclusively Lotus . Lotus is so much more than just a
collection of race cars.

Tamiya plastic parts drilled and inserted with
small diameter wire to locate braided hoses.

1:12 Imperial Lotus 78 project

continued……………...

I’m not familiar with the contents of later Lotus 78
kits in this scale, the ones with photo-etch bits etc,
so I can’t comment as to there being any Goodyear
tyre decals included. My older pre-photo-etch version
calls for the goodyear emblems to be painted white.
Not an easy task at the best of times but from
experience, this white turns quickly to a faded yellow
in fairly short order, so for me it has to be a decal at
least.
I checked a couple of websites for a set but found
nothing. Then I remembered my 1:12 Lotus 79 kit
sitting unbuilt in my collection. When I first got this
MG Super Model Kit, I like many modellers, had a
good look through the box and found that the tyres
provided by the manufacturers aren’t that good. I
knew that some aftermarket tyres from Model
Factory Hiro were available ready printed, that would
fit the 79 so I got hold of a set from Hiroboy. They
are a bit pricy but they are poles apart from those in
the 79 kit. For a start they are just a black moulding
with no features or sidewall writing whereas the MFH
tyres are made as slicks og that period with very
nicely pre-printed goodyear logos that will enhance
the 79 when it is built. This left a spare set of
goodyear emblems I could use on the 78, happy
days. Even happier, I found that my 79 kit has two
full sets of decal sheets. A bonus for the spares
drawer.
Last thing to go on of course are the main decals.
The set I used was by TABU Design. Super quality,
they went on without any dramas, just the need to
make sure the larger side pod decals are well blotted
or they could dry with air bubbles and patches
underneath. The TABU set is very nicely printed, no
surprise really as they were printed by the decal
masters at Cartograf.

Model Factory Hiro Seat Belt Set

Automodello Lotus 74 Europa
Since it hit the model market in 2010 with it’s debut
1964 Griffin 2000 in 1:43 scale, Jim Cowen’s
Automodello has become synonymous with high
quality low-volume replicas in 1:43, 1:24, 1:12 and
1:8
The news that a 1:8 scale Lotus Europa is to be
released is nothing short of sensational and if it is
anything like how the 1:12 Lotus 49 turned out to
be, it will become a model classic.
Press Release : Car enthusiasts and collectors of
both full-size and scale models can now acquire a
large-scale model of one of the most diminutive and
iconic sports cars of the 1970’s – the Lotus Europa
Special in 1:8 scale. Produced by Automodello in
the detail and accuracy for which the company is
renowned, and endorsed by Group Lotus PLC, the
1:8 Lotus Europa Special will enhance any
collection. The ONE8TM Launch Edition, limited to
just 74 hand-numbered pieces in recognition of its
Lotus type number, features the classis black with
gold pinstriping, harking back to the glory days of
Team Lotus's 1972 F1 World Championship title
with cigarette maker John Player Special as
sponsors. The fully detailed interior, in oatmeal,
adds to the model’s timeless appeal. Each of the
Launch Edition models is accompanied by a
Certificate of Authenticity signed by the Chief
Engineer of the Lotus Europa Special, Mike
Kimberley, one of Lotus founder Colin Chapman’s
right-hand men for more than a decade. Concurrent
to the Launch Edition, Automodello is also offering
the Enthusiasts Edition which enables the first
collector to choose their ‘original factory’ body
colour, with or without striping, and oatmeal or
black interior. Once selected, only 19 pieces will be
made in the combination chosen by the inaugural
collector. Automodello will limit the number of
Enthusiasts Editions so no body colours are
duplicated. The Lotus Europa Special featured the
legendary ‘Big Valve’ Lotus Twin Cam 1600cc
engine producing 126bhp, in a vehicle weighing just
740 kg (1631 lb). A leading car magazine of the day
famously tested a UK Special to a top speed of 123
mph (198 km/h), did 0–60 mph in 6.6 seconds,
and ran the 1/4 mile in 14.9 sec. James Cowen of
Automodello and himself a Lotus Europa fanatic
said: “We’re delighted to bring this ground-breaking
– and ground-hugging – model to reality for
collectors around the world. We are proud and
honoured to have the backing of Group Lotus in the
company’s 70th year.”

As prices go for this size of model, the starting price
of $1995.00 USD isn’t that bad for the Enthusiasts
Editions but the Launch Edition will be another
$500.00 USD, still not heavy when you consider the
cost of an Amalgam F1 car in 1:8 scale which costs
almost three times as much.

Smaller 1:43 Scale Spark version of the
S1 Europa— Photo Jim Marsden

Jim Marsden— the last word in scale model Lotus
In the early years of Kit Lotus I leaned then that his
health wasn’t that great and at the time I was having
a few medical reversals of my own but we agreed
never to swap ailments and keep things strictly to
Lotus. He agreed to appear in the magazine when I
ran “ meet the collector” articles and was very keen
to let me have a pictures of his Lotus pedal car.
Often when I told him of plans to visit Classic Team
Lotus, he would give me a tongue in cheek request to
try and persuade Clive Chapman to buy Jim’s
collection. The problem here though if Clive bought
up everyone’s Lotus model and memorabilia
collections, he would soon have to build another new
workshop bigger than the new one he has only
recently inhabited.
Jim’s encouragement went a long way to helping me
make Kit Lotus what it is today, an E-magazine with a
fair-sized bunch of world-wide regular readers and
Lotus model collectors many of whom became my
electronic buddies and quite a few of you who I have
met and become friends.

It had been quite a while since Jim and I last
exchanged emails, I heard he wasn’t well and I tried
often to find out how he was but deep down I just
hoped he knew that Kit Lotus was celebrating its
10th birthday this year. Then I heard that he had
passed away but again I had difficulty in confirming
this. Sadly, it is true and no doubt quite a few of you,
especially those who I regard as “senior” Lotus
collectors who will have both known about him and
possibly met him, knew already.
I never met the man other than through our email
exchanges where I feel I got to know the Lotus side
of Jim, but he quickly became a significant driver in
the success of Kit Lotus. He was one of the original
subscribers to the magazine, famously saying that
he didn’t expect to see a second issue. However, he
was openly encouraging toward the project and
often provided me with ‘Marsden on Models’ articles
as well as pictures of his own sometimes eclectic
Lotus collection. Through Jim I heard about and
began to correspond with many Lotus collectors and
quickly learned about modelmakers such as
Marmande or Ken Dolton using unusual materials.

Jim’s Lotus memorabilia collection is legendary. A
well known architect in his home city of Boulder
Colorado, he was responsible for designing several
well know buildings and individual dwellings as well
as his own Lotus House. He bought himself a new
Lotus Europa many years ago and this features in
The Lotus Book published by Coterie Press.
As an unknown entity from England telling the Lotus
world that a new E-magazine about Lotus scale
models was the thing to read, I counted myself
extremely fortunate that the plan intrigued Jim so
much that he gave me his time and his expertise. He
did so with the non-judgemental warmth of a true
enthusiast both for his hobby and for people and I
am sure had he known, he would have been
delighted with Kit Lotus reaching ten years. I wish I
had had the opportunity to share it with him. I don’t
suppose we will know just how much his family knew
what an influence Jim was to many Lotus model
collectors so I asked some of the “senior” Lotus
model collectors to give me some comment and I
think you will agree, that Jim was held in very high
esteem and just how much we will miss his support
and enthusiasm.
Continued ………..

Jim Marsden— from Hans Nordström Finland
I knew he had some health problems, but still this Friday became a real black Friday for me, even if I
never met him. We started corresponding long before eMail became the norm, i.e using old
fashioned letters some time in the late seventies, so yes your guess that even if we lived far apart,
we had lots of interesting things to discuss, as we both fully understood each other. From what I've
understood, neither of us had much luck in our working life either, although we of course had more
important things on our minds than finding out why from time to time either one had economical
problems buying all those tempting Lotus models frequently appearing all the time...... As I also
collect other 1/43 sports-, racing and GT-models I even once made for me a very good swap with him
acquiring the very rare professionally built and damned hard to find Conti Models ATS 2500 GT, one
I had been looking for many, many years, and still regard as a real find for my own collection! His
knowledge of Lotus models was second to none and that's for sure! What more is there to say, as all
Lotus model collector's over the world will be very sad to hear that he's no longer amongst us, and I
guess that none of us will have any bad words to say about him.
Yes a lot of good memories, Hasse

Some images from Jim’s collection

From pedal power to engine power, Lotus
through and through

Jim Marsden - from Martin Mayor , Spain
A LAST EMAIL FOR A GOOD FRIEND AND A LOTUS COLLEAGUE
TO: europas1a@aol.com
Dear Jim:
Last Friday John told me you passed away in July….that was a
shocking news for me as I was used to know from you, from time to time via email since the last 15 years…..
While writting these lines some tears are coming out my eyes, as I remember the hundreds of emails we
exchanged about our passion and hobby.
I began suspecting something was wrong with you when I contacted you last time in spring and received no
answer as your replies were always fast and friendly.
First time I hear (better “read”)from you was via William Taylor´s book “The Complete book of Lotus Memorabilia”. In the credits the author gave thanks to a Lotus unknown collector collector called “Jim Marsden”.
At that time I was a “beginner” and that book showed to me that there were a lot of Lotus models and
memorabilia to be collected….most of them belonged to a collector called “Jim”.
I remember my first thought was :”I have to contact him!!!”
After a reserarch I finally found your email and got your answer offering to me your help and advice.
I still remember receiving from you the CD copy of your complete list of Lotus models in all scales possible,
that boosted my collection (below — ed)
From then we contacted each other every time we find an exotic model or photo about Lotus. Your replies
were always friendly inspite of my poor english (“decent” according your words)
I never met you in person despite you kindly invited to me and my wife to Boulder (Colorado) to visit the region
and your collection.
You were a teacher, a friend and the “architect” who helped to me to build up my Lotus memorabilia
collection.
I really miss you now and my Lotus collection have lost now a key inspiration…..Now I see my cabinets full of
Lotus models and memorabilia and most of them tell me stories we shared…..
This will be my last email for you ,but I am pretty sure that if there is a heaven you will be there driving your
beloved Europa S1.
Lotusly yours my friend
Martin

A Trio of Ebbros — by Chris Doube
I built my first Ebbro kit in 2012 which was the Lotus
72C in gold leaf livery, one of my all-time favourite
grand prix car, since then I have undertaken the Rob
Walker 72C and the 49 and 72E from 1973 as well as
anther 72C in 1971 trim tor Reine Wisell. Last year
the company produced the 88 and 88B and I wrote
about them in a previous edition of Kit Lotus.
Recently Ebbro released the 91 and the 49B after a
long gestation period and I have just completed both
of these. I found the 91 a nice kit to build and being
based on the 88, the monocoque, suspension,
gearbox and Cosworth engine are all the same except
for some minor details and covered in the 91s
curvaceous and more conventional ground effect
body.
Several versions of the car are available, and being
Japanese, Ebbro produced the Nakamjima test car
first, then the Belgian GP version (without engine air
intake) and the British GP version which I chose to
undertake. This features the laurel wreathed TL livery
and most of the decals are produced in panels with
the pinstripe printed on it. This is much easier to
apply but care must be taken to ensure that no hairs
or dust gets between the decals and the panel so
changing the water for soaking the decals regularly is
important, as it is amazing how quickly small hairs are
attracted to standing water.

when dry only needs to be filed smooth thus obviating
any need for filler and producing a stronger joint with
no shrinkage.
The only real difficulty I found with the 91 was fitting
the body top which was too tight around the front
suspension mountings requiring some careful work
with the Dremel on the underside, then the small
warning light attached to the top of the monocoque
would not allow the body to sit properly and had to be
removed, fortunately without damage to the carbon
fibre decal.
The completed car compliments the Studio 27
Austrian GP winning 91 in JPS livery I already have
completed.

Next we come to the 1969 49B, another long awaited
release from Ebbro. This can be built in either the
early season high wing or the lower wing version. I
decided to build Jochen Rindt’s version in which he
won his first GP at Watkins Glen.
I think that this is the most difficult of the Ebbro kits
and so far as it is more complex and has some
problems with the front and rear suspension. In my
opinion this kit is a plastic version of Hiro’s 49C which
I have built, as it is very similar in most respects even
incorporating the same mistakes, so maybe there was
some collaboration between the two companies.
Continued…………..

The body top required those small pieces around the
nose section and the two part engine air intake to be
grafted in place. I used the model equivalent of the
fibre glass wet joint (as used by lotus to join small
mouldings), using more glue than necessary to bond
the parts together so that the glue fills in all gaps and

www.kitlotus.org

A Trio of Ebbros continued
The most serious error occurs in the instructions for
the rear suspension, Ebbro include some of the
same parts for the 49 which has quite different rear
suspension and the instructions say to use the
shorter top radius rods instead of the longer ones
which would have been a problem if I had glued
them in place. Also the rear uprights are the same
as the 49 which is incorrect, perhaps adding to the
problems with the rear suspension. To finish the car
I fortunately had in stock the Gold Leaf decals from
a Hiro 49B.

Ebbro 1:20 Formula One models are
growing in reputation and popularity
giving modellers like Chris the great
satisfaction of building legends
Kit Lotus reader David Morgan is down sizing his
collection of 1:43 Lotus model kits, mainly white
metal and resin. These are the models:
ALEZAN

Esprit S2

CIRCUIT SERIES 28 Twelve
GRAND PRIX MODELS 32 1962 LM Elite
MIKANSUE COMP 62 Fifteen
SCALE RACING CARS 03-80 Lotus 72D
SCALE RACING CARS 12, 1981 Essex Lotus 88
SILHOUETTE 3011, Talbot Lotus ( campion du
monde)
SILHOUETTE 3013
France)
TENARIV N138

Talbot Lotus( campion de

Lotus 41 F3 1966

WESTERN MODELS ( WRK 16X) Lotus 79 Mk 1V
( Martini

David is looking for around £40 a piece
including shipping to UK address.

This brings me to the third in the trio of Ebro, being
another 72C and the main reason for building this
car was that I had a spare set of decals for it, and so
decided to do Emerson Fittipaldi’s car from the
1972 South African Gran Prix. The last race before
slick tyres dictated a redesign of the rear coolers
and heralded the 72D.

As you all know Kit Lotus is a 100%
non-commercial enterprise and whilst we are
happy to connect readers with each other, we
won’t sell anything direct. If anyone is interested
in contacting David, let us know via
mail@kitlotus.com
include your express
permission for us to pass on your contact
details.

SMTS Lotus 21 - 1:43 scale
Many, many moons ago I started a collection of all the
Lotus F1 type numbers in 1:43 scale, in the main a
mixture of Spark and Minichamp together with a
couple of Brumm, but all diecast models. With a
couple of cars doubling up, 49 and 49b, GL/JPS 72
versions etc., I made the total count getting on for
about 40. Years down the line I am still ten short of
the full set and so I have made the decision to rectify
this. A couple of the types are going to be a bit
problematic in that they don't exist at this scale,
namely the 92 and 93T. With a couple of the others I
think I missed the boat in that they were produced but
have since gone out of production and therefore are a
bit difficult to find, the type 80 for example.
Now as a rule I don't build kits in this scale, I actually
find them quite difficult, but one of the early cars
missing is the type 21 and thought with it being a
simple design I would have a go and so ordered a kit
from SMTS.
As I said the 21 was a small, simple car and this is
reflected in the kit, although there are still over 40
parts plus decals for different drivers, in my case the
Innes Ireland car from Watkins Glen. Very little flash
and just 1 or 2 mould lines need removing before
assembly can take place. Following the simple basic
exploded view in the one sheet instructions the build
was straight forward with no problems apart from the
steering wheel. A white metal rim with 3 recesses on

the back mates up to photo etched spokes - except
that they didn't. The spokes were fine but I think the
rim was from another kit as the recesses were equally
set at 120 degrees, similar to a car from the 1950's.
It was a bit fiddly adjusting this part to make it fit but
otherwise the kit was perfect and so one of the gaps
in the collection is now filled.
Would I now make another kit at this scale? Well I'm
going to have to because reading JT's recent review
of the SMTS 63 kit I bought this one at the same time!

Lotus 21 US GP 1961— Team Lotus first ever
World Championship victory

Simon Parsons is busy working his magic on his
Ebbro Lotus 88 and he sent me some work in
progress pictures which to me highlights his superb
attention to detail:

Simon has used aftermarket carbon fibre decal
sheets for his top monocoque. When finished it will
be a shame to cover it up.

Model Factory Hiro launches 1:12 stunner
photographs - Model Factory Hiro
It has been rumoured for many months, including in
Kit Lotus, that Model Factory Hiro were working on a
sixties 1:12 scale Lotus. I suppose it was inevitable,
either the 49 or 56 would be the candidates given
the breadth of knowledge and design work already
expended on their wonderful 1:20 versions.
However, I for one was hoping upon hope that they
would surprise us all with a 33. Unfortunately, not to
be, and who can blame them when scaling up would
be a fairly quick and economical route to market. The
result though is this stunning Lotus 49. with initial
versions A early season 1967 and version B late
season.
Both Graham Hill and Jim Clark versions can be built
but who would resist having the debut winner and
Jim’s last world championship winner?
Early versions have the ignition pack mounted over
the ZF gearbox and the debut car has the short
windshield arrangement, whilst the later versions
have the ignition mounted within the vee of the
Cosworth DFV in the place which became ubiquitous
to most DFV installations together with the throttle
slide set up and the later season ZF with
strengthened side plates.
The Lotus 49 is in my eyes, still the ultimate pure F1
car
Another question. Who will be the first Kit Lotuseer to
build one? My money is pointing toward the
Antipodes for the answer to that one.

New Lotus book

Emerson Fittipaldi Sunglasses
Collecting scale model Lotus almost inevitably
means the collector will be interested in anything
Lotus, whether it is a real car as many collectors
have or a passion for all sorts of other Lotus
ephemera.
Imagine then, your favourite Emerson Fittipaldi
sunglasses. Those old enough will remember the big
heavy framed seventies style that Emmo used to
wear and the type he eventually put his name to. EF
sunglasses can still be obtained but the black and
gold version he wore when he was the man at John
Player Team Lotus, winning the 1972 Formula One
world championship in the iconic JPS Lotus 72,
tends to be quite rare.
Imagine further the horror, when an accident occurs
and your Emerson Fittipaldi sunglasses snap across
the bridge. Even worse, no one on the internet
advertising frame repairs will fix them and the
superglue you tried just won’t hold. Indeed, all it
serves to do is make the problem worse. In the
words of famous singer Shirley Bassey “who shall I
turn to “?
One such pair of sunglasses landed at my door from
their concerned owner, who having tried in vain to
get someone to repair them, suddenly thought that
Kit Lotus may know someone who could, as a last
chance to fix them before the bin. Now, we like a
challenge and they may not be a scale model as
such but the history and sentimental value means a
lot, so the challenge was accepted.
First of all, the break in the frame had to be cleaned
of all traces of adhesive that had been tried
previously so I used a Loctite superglue remover
which had to be lightly applied, left 30 seconds and
wiped off. The reason being it is actually an acetone
- based product that thrives on eating plastic. It
worked, and I was able to clean off most of the glue
used before but even that had reacted with the

surface of the break and when dried off and cleaned,
the break had damage around the edges. I decided
that a two-pack epoxy would be the best but as the
frame had broken following a previous repair, I
decided to drill both sides and fix a brass wire pin to
help seal the joint and then, when cured, use Milliput
to fill any gaps, sand down, mask off and paint.
All of this went swimmingly and pretty soon the
Emerson glasses were back in one piece. Then, pride
before a fall took over. Most pairs of glasses curves
toward the face and when you open the side arms to
put them on, you are in effect bending the frame back
against itself. This is where I came unstuck and the
new repair promptly snapped again along the same
break when this tension was applied to the fame by
opening the side arms. Back to square one.
After one those famous doses of looking at, I decided
the best approach would be to make a bridge in the
form of a “U” shaped stich to prevent this happening
again. Also, the side arms could be backed off a little,
flattening the angle on the frame by which they sit
which will ease some of the tension needed when
putting the sunglasses on. For the bridge I drilled two
holes and cut a trench for the stitch to fit, then made
the “stitch” out of guitar string.
Both the new stitch and the old break were then fixed
using the two-pack epoxy and this time it appears to
be holding up. Once back together, the most difficult
part begins, that of getting the final shape so that
there is no evidence of a repair. Using Milliput and a
dose of patience, gradually the frame took back its
original shape.
Using Tamiya masking film, I covered the lenses and
scored the corners with a scalpel to try and avoid
overspill. Using a primer first followed by a matt black
spray, the sunglasses emerged looking something like
they should and this time so far, so good.

Bits and pieces

Tip—if you are going to post something, make
sure you pack it properly.
Size matters, especially to model collectors
and especially those who are railway
enthusiasts. UK diecast model company Oxford
Diecast produces models in the traditional
1:43 collector scale but also in 1:76 or, to train
buffs, OO scale. These super miniature Lotus
models will grace any railway layout as well as
your Lotus collectors cabinet and include the
Lotus Elite, Elan +2 , Lotus Cortina and Cortina
Lotus as well as the up to date Evora. They
have been around for a while but still seem
readily available. I spotted them at the right
price and was smitten.

Ooops !! Another dose of fettling required
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